


Today, forward-thinking entities such as Innovation 
Park at Notre Dame, Ignition Park, Ignite Michiana,  
and the Northeast Indiana Innovation Center in  
Fort Wayne capitalize on emerging technologies 
and knowledge. They blend seamlessly with 
successful area neighborhood business and 
educational institutions that sustain our region  
as a robust location for commerce. 

1st Source Bank also plays a dynamic role in the 
growth of diverse industries, including medicine, 
engineering, information technology, agriculture, 
music, recreational vehicles, and appliances. We 
are thankful to be able to serve the area by fueling 
engines of innovation. 

For over 150 years, 1st Source Bank has worked 
to help our clients achieve security, build wealth, 
and realize their dreams. Just like our surrounding 
communities, we adapted to shifting demographics 
and cultural changes, and incorporated new 
service technologies that benefit our clients, like 
online and mobile banking, wireless bill payments, 
and paperless statements. We’ve also spearheaded 
fresh ways to bank, such as side-by-side banking, 
where 1st Source staff and clients can interact 
more securely and effectively.

We provide solid financial strategies backed with 
straight talk and sound advice, and always keep 
our clients’ best interests in mind. 1st Source is 
pleased to be a strong, stable, local, and personal 
ally in helping our clients.

he history of our region 
is filled with stories of 
successful entrepreneurs and 
visionaries who helped this 
area evolve into a thriving 
center of innovation and 
invention. They established 
well-known and respected 
industry names like 
Bendix, Singer, and Miles 
Laboratories, among many 

others, that led to the area’s prosperous 
growth and reputation. 

“ The world is moving so fast these  
days that the man who says it can’t 
be done is generally interrupted by 
someone doing it.” 
- Elbert Hubbard

Ernest M. Morris: 
Financial Innovator
Nearly 100 years after starting a business that  
led the way in establishing the finance industry,  
the legacy of Ernest M. Morris still influences  
1st Source Bank. And, we’re better because of it.

Morris founded the Associates Investment 
Company, and in 1917 began financing 
automobiles. His company became the first to 
prepare a simple auto loan contract, and also the 
first to develop a rate chart showing the buyer’s 
monthly payment. Because of Morris’ expertise, 
the Associates grew to become the nation’s third-
largest independent finance company.

Morris also played a key role in the growth of  
1st Source Bank. Upon the unexpected passing of 
Arthur Hubbard, President of affiliated companies 
First National Bank and the Union Trust Company, 
the Board brought in Morris for counsel and 
guidance. He joined forces with Vincent Bendix, 
founder and President of Bendix Aviation, to 
engineer a merger of the two financial institutions 
in 1931. Morris was named president. He and 
Bendix invested their own private capital to stabilize 
the bank. Named the First Bank & Trust Company,  
it was one of the few local banks to remain 
financially stable throughout the Depression.

E.M. Morris
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Over the past fifteen years, we have enjoyed 
creating this annual publication for our clients, 
often including some of our clients’ own 
interesting stories. In most cases such stories 
have featured  clients’ interests or hobbies, 
some of which have been particularly unique. 
One of the best parts of the project each year 
is our selection of which client we might 
feature and what interesting story can be told 
about him or her. One of our strengths is our 
commitment to building personal relationships 
with clients, which is how we hear about such 
interesting client stories. Every client has an 
intriguing story that shapes and influences his 
or her life, and we have certainly appreciated it 
when clients have participated with us to share 
part of their story in our annual publication.

This year, however, we chose to report on 
some historic and lesser-known stories of 
important innovations or inventions over the 
past century that touched northern Indiana 
or southwest Michigan. Our stories highlight 
inventors, some of whom never received credit 
for their invention, some who struggled to 
gain acceptance of their idea, or some who 
improved upon an idea or product already in 
existence. For example, on page 3 we spotlight 
the history of flight, which has a very local but 
largely unrecognized origin. We also report 
on inventions that were made to make the 
inventor’s life easier or more pleasant, like 
Marion Donovan, featured on page 7, the  
young mother who created the first waterproof 
diaper cover.

While some inventions are considered 
“accidental”, such as the invention of Teflon® 
by Roy Plunkett, they are often a result of some 
other-intended scientific endeavor. In the case 
of Teflon®, Plunkett was experimenting with 
gases for use as a refrigerant. After storing a 
specific gas with hydrochloric acid in a canister 
overnight to be used in an experiment the next 
day, he awoke to find the gas had solidified on 
the inside of the canister. The result was a very 
slippery surface that led to commercial success 
with the superior nonstick coating on cookware, 
and as a soil and stain repellant for fabrics and 
textile products.

Rare is the invention that is the result of a casual 
effort. In most cases the inventor toils away 
for years, trying and failing, trying and failing 
until at last, there is success. For each success 
there are hundreds or thousands of failures. 
No matter how small the impact the invention 
has on the world, we can’t help but admire the 
inventor’s efforts and perseverance.

While banking is an industry where everyone’s 
products and services are very similar, the 
difference between institutions is discovered 
in the ways these products and services are 
delivered to the client. We promise to provide 
our clients the highest possible level of service 
delivered by knowledgeable and experienced 
employees who always keep each individual 
client’s best interest in mind. Absolute integrity  
is not a forgotten value at 1st Source Bank – it is 
in our DNA. 

Sincerely,

Steven J. Wessell
Executive Vice President

TO OUR FRIENDS AND CLIENTS
Steven J. Wessell

a letter from



Helping make both events possible was Octave Chanute, a civil engineer in the railroad industry. 
Yet while he and the Wrights are well-known aviation pioneers, the pilot on Silver Beach that day 
goes almost unrecognized by history.

From Trains to Planes

With the 19th century about to give way to the 20th, America was undergoing great change. The 1800s 
had included the Industrial Revolution, vast westward expansion, and a growing urban landscape. 
Transportation advanced from steamboats and wagon trains to the railroad. Rail lines eventually stretched 
from coast to coast, including the famed Transcontinental Railroad, completed in 1869. (Just six years 
after First National Bank of South Bend, now 1st Source Bank, first opened its doors for business!)  

In 1876, an express train called the Transcontinental Express traveled from New York City to San Francisco 
in 83 hours and 39 minutes – an overland journey that took months just 10 years earlier. As the century 
drew to a close, railroad tracks connected the entire country, quickly moving goods and people across the 
fast-growing nation.

Among those employed by the railroad industry 
were engineers that helped design and build bridges, 
rail cars, depots, rail yards, and much more. One of 
those engineers was Chanute, a French-American 
who impacted America both with the railroad and 
then in the world of aviation. 

Chanute was born in Paris in 1832, and eventually 
settled in Chicago. A self-taught civil engineer, he 
was recognized for his brilliant, innovative designs 
and construction of complex bridges and railroad 
terminals. Among his accomplishments: designing 
the Chicago and Kansas City Stock Yards – the 
country’s two largest at the time. He also built the 
Hannibal Bridge, which was the first to cross the 
Missouri River at Kansas City and transformed it 
into the region’s dominant city. A pioneer in wood 
preservation, he invented the system for pressure-
treating rail ties and telephone poles with creosote,  
a technique still used throughout the world.

Chanute also developed an interest in aviation. But it 
wasn’t until his retirement from the railroad industry 
in the mid-1880s that he turned his attention full-
time to learning all he could about the new field of 
aeronautics. After conducting extensive research, 
he published his findings in Progress in Flying 
Machines in 1894. This groundbreaking book was 
the most detailed, global examination of fixed-wing, 
heavier-than-air aviation research available.

Chanute and a team of assistants conducted 
numerous experiments with gliders along the sand 
dunes near Chicago. Believing that advancing the 
science of flight should be the work of many, he 
freely shared the results of his experiments, ongoing 
research, and even some of his considerable wealth 
with aviation pioneers around the world.

History Made in St. Joseph

Chanute experimented with gliders the pilot could 
control, building several of his own design and some 
designed by others. Too old to fly them himself, he 
collaborated with younger experimenters, including 
a St. Joseph, Michigan resident and aviator named 
Augustus Moore Herring. It was this partnership that 
led to their historic accomplishment along the shore 
of Lake Michigan.

Born in 1867, Herring began building models of 
flying machines while a student at Stevens Institute 
of Technology. By 1893, he built – and crashed – a  
full-sized glider. His continued work on gliders 
brought him to Chanute’s attention, who hired him 
in January 1896. Herring built and tested aircraft 
models for Chanute, and he also conducted flight 
experiments of his own. In December 1896, Herring 
even applied for a patent of a flying machine that 
was motor-powered, controllable, heavier-than-air 
and supported a man. Though it was rejected, it’s 
widely considered the first such patent of its type in 
the United States.
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hink modern airplane flight began with the Wright Brothers?  
Then think again, because the first successful, motorized flight 
happened on Silver Beach, Michigan, in 1899 – four years before  
the Wrights’ famous achievement.

Where Innovation Takes Flight
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Augustus Herring with early glider
St. Joseph resident

Our Investment Philosophy
At 1st Source, our investment philosophy places a high value on long-term, consistent investment 
returns that consider the needs of our clients as well as their level of comfort in assuming risk.

We create balance within each client’s portfolio by using investment vehicles that meet their goals 
for current income and principal appreciation by selecting assets that are appropriate for their unique 
situations. We also believe in broad diversification in order to reduce risk, help smooth returns over 
time, and provide protection against volatile stock-market cycles.

In the fixed-income category, we select both taxable and tax-free investments, depending on the tax 
situation of each client. Because most clients prefer to take their risk in the equity markets, we generally 
use high-quality corporate, municipal, and government bonds.

Due to the complexity of managing investment portfolios, we recognize that no one can be an expert 
in every type of investment. We combine the expertise of our broad and experienced team with some 
of the country’s best investment managers, whom we carefully select and closely monitor in order to 
provide personalized and comprehensive individual portfolio management for each of our clients.



Herring pilots Chanute’s glider near Chicago

Wilbur Wright

Undaunted, Herring continued both his work with 
Chanute and to build his own motorized aircraft. 
Then, on October 11, 1899, with Chanute in 
attendance, Herring brought one of his personally 
designed machines to Silver Beach. A biplane glider, 
it featured a compressed air engine for power. 

And it worked, flying just above the sand for a 
distance of about 50 feet. 

Herring repeated his flight on October 22, staying 
aloft for about “eight to 10 seconds” according to a 
newspaper reporter who witnessed the event. This 
time he traveled 73 feet. 

Despite this accomplishment, Herring remains an 
obscure figure in aviation history, while the Wright 
brothers are celebrated to this day. 

On December 17, 1903, after numerous engine 
designs and experiments, the Wright Brothers 
changed the world forever when their plane took off 
and flew under its own power. Their first flight lasted 
12 seconds and covered 120 feet.

Herring worked for several fledgling aircraft builders 
in the early 1900s, eventually filing suit against one 
of them claiming patent infringement. However, 
since his patent application had been turned down, 
his suit floundered for many years. He helped design 
aircraft for the U.S. Army during World War I, then a 
series of strokes left him partially paralyzed. In 1926, 
Herring died at the age of 59. Four years later, he 
won his suit and his survivors received a substantial 
financial reward.

Though largely unrecognized still to this day, 
Herring’s contributions to flight are undeniable.  
From one small corner of Michigan, his inspired 
efforts created a giant impact on American life.

Tax Planning
With the right plan, it is possible 
to reduce an individual’s tax 
burden and also that of their heirs 
when transferring an estate. Our 
knowledgeable tax professionals  
work closely with our clients to  
develop a customized plan that 
minimizes tax consequences by:

•  Designing options that create tax 
advantages while accomplishing 
specific goals

•  Offering strategies for transferring 
funds and distributing assets to 
designated beneficiaries

•  Providing counsel on reducing the 
tax burden on the beneficiaries of 
gifts or estates

Portfolio 
Management
Asset allocation and diversification 
are key elements for successful and 
sustained financial performance  
and are the foundation of our  
investment philosophy. 

For asset allocation, we select the 
appropriate percentage for each 
investment category based on a client’s 
time horizon for investing, need for 
income or growth, risk tolerance, and 
other factors. Diversification is the 
process of investing in a number of 
different securities within an asset 
category in an effort to reduce market 
risk while maximizing returns. 

Our investment professionals have 
mastered these concepts while providing 
customization and attention to detail, 
making 1st Source an exceptional choice 
for portfolio management.

“ You have to take your own, bold 
approach, and if you do you will be 
rewarded with success. Or calamitous 
failure. That can happen, too.”  
- Steven Moffat
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Trust Administration
Each client has his or her own financial dream. The Personal Asset Management Group of 
1st Source Bank knows how to help those dreams become reality. We structure financial 
and asset management plans that are tailored to specific needs, provide secure online 
access to reports, and offer other financial services to simplify life, including:

• Wealth and investment management

•  Monthly bill paying, including  
payment of real estate taxes

• Estate and tax planning

• Preparation of annual tax returns

•  Oversight of a residence  
while away from home

• Medical insurance processing

• Charitable strategies

•  Guidance in locating  
accredited nursing or home 
maintenance professionals



She also invented a facial tissue box, a towel 
dispenser, a closet organizer, a garment hanger,  
and much more, making life easier for her family – 
and millions of other families as well.

Born in Fort Wayne in 1917, Donovan grew up in 
a family of inventors. Her father and uncle ran the 
famed South Bend Lathe Works, which they founded 
in 1906. Among their inventions was an industrial 
lathe used to grind both automobile parts and gun 
barrels, and it helped their company dominate its 
market for nearly 40 years. 

After her mother died in 1924, Donovan spent much 
of her time at her father’s factory. Influenced by his 
ingenuity, she soon made her own innovative mark 
when she produced her first invention while still in 
elementary school: a new tooth powder.  
This reflected an interest in dental hygiene that 
eventually led her to invent a new type of dental 
floss some 50 years later.

From Exasperation to Innovation

In the years following World War ll, now married and 
a mother of two, Donovan found herself exasperated 
with constantly changing the wet diapers, sheets, 
and clothing of her infant daughter. Knowing there 
had to be a better, easier way to keep her baby dry, 
she tapped into her inventive spirit and got to work.

She started by cutting up her shower curtain in 
different shapes, sat down at her sewing machine,  
and set about creating a diaper cover that wouldn’t 
leak. After three years, her determined efforts 
eventually led her to incorporate nylon parachute 
cloth to develop the first waterproof, reusable diaper 
cover – and earn the eternal gratitude of mothers 
nationwide. Thinking it looked like a boat, she called 
her invention the Boater.

While rubber baby pants were available at the 
time, they tended to cause diaper rash. Their 
elastic bands also pinched the legs and stomach. 
Donovan’s Boater counteracted these concerns, 
first with a pouch for the diaper insert that kept 
the wet diaper away from the baby while its 
nylon fabric allowed the baby’s skin to breathe. 
In addition, Donovan added snap fasteners to the 
Boater to eliminate using diaper pins or elastic, 
allowing the baby to move easier. 

Persistence Pays Off

Donovan attempted to sell her idea to leading 
manufacturers of baby products. They each turned  
her down, expressing skepticism about her first 
invention and her decision to manufacture and  
market the product herself. In a 1975 interview with  
Barbara Walters, Donovan said, “I went to all the 
big names that you can think of, and they said 
‘We don’t want it. No woman has asked us for 
that. They’re very happy and they buy all our baby 
pants.’ So, I went into manufacturing myself.”

Undeterred, Donovan’s perseverance finally paid  
off when she convinced Saks Fifth Avenue to sell  
her invention in 1949. It was an immediate success, 
and the store couldn’t keep the shelves stocked  
fast enough.  

“It is not often that a new innovation in the Infants’ 
Wear field goes over with the immediate success 
of your Boaters,” wrote Adam Gimbel, President of 
Saks Fifth Avenue, in a letter to Donovan.

In 1951, Donovan received four patents for 
her invention, and also sold the rights to Keko 
Corporation of Kankakee, Illinois, for $1 million.  
On an inventive roll, she used the money to 
finance other projects she had in the works. 

A Constant Innovator

“Every room in the house was a laboratory,” said 
Christine Donovan, one of her daughters. “There 
would be rubber bands, staples, straws all over the 
place. As children, we formed an assembly line to 
work on prototypes. She was always doing two or 
three things at the same time.”

n inventive ability can run in the family. Sometimes, 
running a family leads to invention. Both were certainly 
true for Marion Donovan, who invented the world’s 
first disposable diaper.

The Mother  of Invention 
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529 College  
Savings Plan
One of the most valuable gifts that can 
be given to children is to help them 
graduate from college with as little debt 
as possible. To make that gift a reality,  
the 1st Source Personal Asset 
Management Group offers the 529 
College Savings Plan, which allows tax-
free earnings for college expenses and 
greatly reduces the burden of paying 
higher education.

A 529 Plan offers:

• State tax incentives (for some states) 

• Tax-free growth 

• Control of the account

• Estate tax benefits

Marion Donovan



Donovan focused her innovative efforts on creating 
products intended to make life more efficient, 
organized, and convenient. Between 1951 and 
1996, she received 20 patents for inventions, many 
of them for products helpful to women, such as 
the “Zippity-Do,” an elasticized zipper pull to help 
women zip up the back of a dress. Other inventions 
included a hosiery clasp, envelope and writing sheet 
combination, storage container box, and a combined 
check and record-keeping book. 

Much more than her reputation as “the inventing 
housewife,” along the way Donovan earned a 
bachelor’s degree in English in 1939, and later 
pursued a degree in architecture at Yale University, 
where she was one of only three women in her 
graduating class in 1958. She even found time to 
work for Harper’s Bazaar and as an assistant beauty 
editor and columnist at Vogue magazine in New 
York. And, in 1981, she put her architectural degree 
to good use when she designed her own home in 
Greenwich, Connecticut.

Marion Donovan passed away on November 4, 
1998, at the age of 81. Throughout her life, she 
demonstrated the one trait shared by all successful 
innovators: perseverance.

“One thing that was fantastic about her:  
running into an obstacle made her approach  
the idea in a new way,” said Christine Donovan.  
“Her philosophy was, keep thinking and working  
to improve.”

Donovan’s innovative spirit and tireless persistence 
helped her push triumphantly through obstacles in 
her life, creating a great impact in many of our lives.

Financial Planning
Seeing financial goals reach fruition takes 
both time and a trusted relationship with a 
knowledgeable and experienced advisor.   

Our clients receive a wealth of experience, 
access to resources, and solid guidance. As 
advisors understand client goals and desires, 
we develop comprehensive, customized 
strategies and tactics that make the most 
financial sense. We monitor progress 
continually to ensure objectives are being 
met. Further, our team offers straight talk  
and sound advice in many areas where clients 
express interest and a desire for strategic 
action, including:

• Attaining financial independence

• Estate planning

• Tax planning

• Achieving personal lifetime goals

• Funding for education

• Planning for retirement

• Health, life, and long-term care insurance

• Travel and leisure activities

• Gifting to children and grandchildren

Estate Planning
Our highly knowledgeable and experienced 
advisors partner with our clients’ attorneys, 
accountants, and other advisors to customize 
an estate plan that seamlessly integrates a 
client’s specific financial goals and objectives 
to enable asset growth and secure value for 
future generations.

Our team communicates openly and regularly 
with our clients to review and consider 
appropriate revisions to reflect any changes 
that may occur over time. Our estate planning 
services include:

• Goal setting

• Asset inventory

• Estate planning recommendations

•  Business succession planning 
recommendations

•  Implementation and coordination  
with other financial advisors

• Periodic estate plan review
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Between 1951 and 1996, Marion received 20 patents for inventions.

“     Keep in mind that imagination is at 
the heart of all innovation. Crush or 
constrain it and the fun will vanish.”  
-  Albert-László Barabási,  

Bursts: The Hidden Pattern Behind Everything We Do



Collins presented  
successful nationwide  
public demonstrations of  
his invention, often with 
local celebrities and 

government officials participating. In 1908, he 
even sent a wireless voice message from his lab in 
Newark, N.J., to Philadelphia – 81 miles away. Yet, 
the dramatic new technology took its time making an 
impact on the culture at large.

A Personal Form of Mass Communication

Since the beginning of time, man has always 
searched for better ways to communicate. Runners 
carrying messages great distances, smoke signals, 
carrier pigeons, the telegraph, email – all have 
served a valuable function: keeping people in 
touch with one another. And all represented a 
technological leap forward, so that information  
could be delivered with increasing speed.

Even as mass communication improved, the device 
that made perhaps the largest impact was the 
telephone. It allowed people to talk to one another, 
to share a conversation across distances that 
seemed as if the individuals were in the same room 
together. The telephone enabled people to hear the 
nuance, emotion, tone, and laughter in each other’s 
voices. Though each person on the call might be 
thousands of miles apart, hearing one another’s 
voice right in their ears provided a level of intimacy 
other communication devices simply could not.

Family and friends could stay in contact with one 
another. Business deals could be discussed from 
offices scattered across the country and around the 
world. Government leaders could handle affairs of 
state on a one-to-one level.

Just as with other technologies, the telephone  
has undergone numerous advancements since  
its invention in the mid-1800s. Today, nearly 
everyone carries a mobile phone with the ability  
to place a call from almost anywhere. Smartphones 
add even more layers of communication – text 
messaging, different apps for exchanging personal 
messages, taking pictures and sending them to 
someone, and more. 

And, someone from South Bend was attempting 
that feat before the automotive age. Imagine that!

The Beginnings of  
Wireless Communications

Archie Collins’ “Inductive System” featured coils 
of insulated wire four to five feet in diameter. A 
transmitting, insulated wire coil carried current 
modulated by a microphone and produced a 
magnetic field that varied with the person’s 
speech. This created an electric current in a nearby 
receiving coil that reproduced the voice in a 
telephone receiver.

id you know the technology powering your smartphone 
originated over 100 years ago? The mobile phone had its 
genesis in rotary arc wireless telephone technology invented  
in 1898 by South Bend-born Archie Collins. 

Depiction of South Bend
in 1874

D
“ Invention is by its very nature disruptive. 
If you want to be understood at all times, 
then don’t do anything new.” 

-  Jeff Bezos, 
Amazon CEO 

A Century of Innovation
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Is a Long-Term  
Care Policy Needed?
There may come a time when we may not 
be able to care for ourselves. The result 
could be a choice between home health 
services, adult daycare centers, assisted-
living facilities, or nursing homes for care. 

Paying for such services without depleting 
assets we hope to pass on to our heirs is a 
concern. One solution may be to purchase 
a long-term care insurance policy. We can 
assist clients with this, as sometimes these 
policies are presented in confusing ways 
that lead to uncertainty about their total 
cost and affordability. 

As part of our services offered to clients, 
we help evaluate an existing policy to see 
if coverage is sufficient or any changes 
should be made, or assist with purchasing 
a new policy. 

A 1909 illustration from the  
Collins Wireless Telephone Company
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Founded in 1836, its first residents 
took advantage of the fertile land 
that surrounded the young village 
to quickly turn Warsaw into an 
agricultural leader. The fast-growing 

city attracted traders, merchants, and other businessmen 
who provided manufactured goods to area farmers. 
Surrounded by lakes, Warsaw also became a tourist 
destination, and some of those tourists eventually took up 
permanent residence in the city.

Industries had the basic needs for successful operations, 
thanks to Warsaw’s abundant water supply, growing labor 
force, close proximity to markets, and energy sources. 
As the city continued growing, it attracted numerous 
businessmen who aimed to capitalize on the booming 
economy and possible area partnerships.

An economically vibrant agricultural center, the city is also 
known as the “orthopedic capital of the world.”  

Such companies as Biomet, DePuy, Zimmer, and others 
serve as the vanguard of life-changing healthcare 
products that improve the lives of countless people.

Medical Innovation Takes Shape

One of those businessmen was an inventor named 
Revra DePuy. A trained chemist, he invented a 
technique for sugar coating pills. Upon settling in 
Warsaw, he started making wire-mesh splints  
to replace the wooden-barrel splints commonly  
used to set bone fractures. He formed DePuy 
Manufacturing to produce his invention, and thus 
became the world’s first commercial manufacturer  
of orthopedic appliances. 

DePuy’s company became a success, and in 1905 hired 
a salesman named Justin Zimmer. Zimmer spent 20 
years selling DePuy splints, rising to national sales 
manager. In 1926, he suggested the company begin 
incorporating aluminum splints to its product line. 
His idea met with resistance, and realizing he had an 
opportunity to build a new type of device, he left DePuy 
in 1927 to form his own orthopedic company. Zimmer 
Manufacturing became the first in the orthopedic 
industry to begin selling aluminum implants, and sales 
took off immediately. 

An Innovative History

rom planting crops to 
medical implants, Warsaw’s 
past and present continue 
to transform its future.F

After inventing his wireless telephone, Collins 
formed the Collins Wireless Telephone Company 
in 1903. Collins then spent the next four years 
attempting to perfect his device, while at the 
same time looking for financial backing for his 
company. To dramatize the potential of this new 
medium of communication, he began giving public 
demonstrations of his wireless telephone for 
businessmen, the press, and the public. 

In 1909, Collins’ company became part of the 
Continental Wireless Telephone and Telegraph 
Company. Collins toured the United States putting 
on demonstrations and selling stock. The company 
usually rented two adjoining hotel rooms for a 
demonstration, placing the coils on opposite sides 
of a wall. Local celebrities and government officials 
would be invited to demonstrate the apparatus, 
usually with spectacular results and appreciable 
stock sales. 

Unfortunately for Collins, he was apparently unaware 
his partners were unsavory businessmen.

They used the money received from the stock  
sales to cover the expenses of marketing its stock 
and to promote further speculation, not for building 
the assets of the company for the benefit of the 
stockholders. In 1911, Collins and other officials  
of the company were indicted for using the  
mail for stock fraud, charges of which Collins  
denied involvement.

True Innovation Can’t Be Stopped

Collins was sentenced to three years in jail, serving  
one year before being released. By then, the vacuum 
tube had come along, enabling enormous advances  
in electronics in the early 20th century and pushing  
Collins’ wireless brainchild to the wayside.

After being released from prison, Collins began 
writing numerous articles and books on wireless 
telegraphy and telephony, among other topics. He 
wrote about 100 books on scientific and technical 
subjects, hobbies, and sports, and over 500 articles in 
technical and scientific magazines and journals, well 
into the 1940s. His The Radio Amateur’s Handbook 
for ham radio operators first appeared in 1922, and is 
still in print to this day. Collins maintained his prolific 
output until his death in 1952.

Today, wireless communication is a global norm,  
an extension of the dream once held by Archie 
Collins. It helps us realize true innovative 
breakthroughs cannot be stopped – even if they  
take a century to occur. 

Biomet - Knee Replacement*
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“ Our goal was to become the most 
responsive company in orthopedics 
while simultaneously providing  
patients with the highest quality and 
most clinically proven products in  
the marketplace.”  
-  Dane Miller,  

Biomet Co-Founder & Former CEO. Excerpted from The Maverick 
CEO: Dane Miller and the Story of Biomet by Patrick Kavanaugh

* Image compliments of www.oxfordknee.com/oxford.cfm, 
www.wheelessonline.com/ortho/unicompartmental_knee_arthroplasty13



The 1st Source Bank

Personal  
Asset
MANAGEMENT
GROUP

hartered Financial Analysts, 
Certified Trust and Financial 
Advisors, Certified Public 
Accountants, and Attorneys. 
The 1st Source Personal 
Asset Management Group 

is a team of experts that helps clients 
build, manage, and maintain wealth. In 
fact, we are the area’s largest and most-
experienced asset management team.

From the 1st Source South Bend Main 
Office to banking centers across northern 
Indiana and southwest Michigan, the 
team members pictured here work 
together to provide the highest levels 
of service and trustworthiness. The 
dedication and commitment of the 
Personal Asset Management Group 
fosters strong and personal client 
relationships that allow us to build better 
futures for each of our clients.

“ The investment staff has a great passion for investing but finds that the passion  
is only rewarded by understanding and meeting the needs of our clients.”  
-  Paul Gifford, Jr.,  

CFA, Chief Investment Officer 
1st Source Investment Advisors

It is with sadness we note 
Dane’s passing on February 
10, 2015. For many years 
Dane provided counsel and 
advice as a Board Member 
for 1st Source Bank.  
He and Mary Louise were 
great friends of the bank 
and their hospitality and 
generosity are legendary.

The economic impact of his innovative 
ideas will impact our community forever. 

- John Elliott 
Vice President and Trust Officer

Retirement Planning
Retirement is an ideal time to embrace new 
possibilities, new adventures, and new 
challenges. But the time to plan financially 
comes long before then.

Our advisors can help clients make 
retirement the time of their lives by 
designing and implementing plans that 
provide their desired standard of living.  
Our team works with clients to:

• Adjust investments to preserve capital

•  Discuss how best to invest in a 401(k)  
plan or IRA

•  Work with their attorney to establish  
a new will, trust agreement, or long-term 
care program, if needed

•  Develop succession plans so a business 
stays on the right path

Asset Advisors
For clients who are seeking help with a 
specific financial service, such as rolling over 
a 401(k) plan to an IRA, the 1st Source Bank 
Asset Advisors provide professional services 
in a distinctively convenient way that puts 
our clients at ease.

The Asset Advisors design customized 
investment plans for clients at all financial 
levels, and balance financial goals with 
investment styles. Rotating among the  
1st Source branches, we work closely with 
each location to accommodate clients.

Fully licensed, the Asset Advisors provide 
a variety of services, including retirement 
planning, asset management, and long-term 
care solutions. As part of the Personal Asset 
Management Group, the Asset Advisors 
serve as a complete financial resource for 
our clients.
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Private Banking
For busy professionals, executives, and business owners, having the time to properly manage their own 
finances is not always easy or advantageous. Fortunately, 1st Source Private Banking is here to help.

Our Private Banking staff specializes in providing a full suite of banking services to a small group  
of clients in a very personal way, working to understand each client’s unique circumstances. We are 
available nearly whenever and wherever needed, often meeting with clients at their home or at one of 
our banking centers throughout the region.

After determining each client’s unique needs, our Private Bankers partner with our team of financial 
experts in the Personal Asset Management Group to create a customized plan. Our clients tell us that 
working with a 1st Source Private Banker is one of the best decisions they’ve made.

In 1977, another orthopedic manufacturer 
came along when Biomet opened its doors for 
business. Company co-founder Dane Miller 
worked for several rival companies, including 
Zimmer Manufacturing, but he had a strong 
entrepreneurial spirit. This led him to join 
with several others, all with experience in the 
orthopedic industry, to found Biomet. Miller 
and his partners all shared a vision shaped 
by a desire to be highly responsive to the 
changing needs of orthopedic surgeons. They 
also believed their company could set a new 
standard for quality and clinical durability.

“Our goal was to become the most responsive 
company in orthopedics while simultaneously 
providing patients with the highest quality 
and most clinically proven products in the 
marketplace,” said Miller.

From the very beginning, Biomet pioneered 
major technological advances, including direct 
compression molded polyethylene, titanium 
alloy reconstructive products, and PPS® 
porous plasma spray coating. Demonstrating 
the belief the founders had in their products, 
Miller’s grandmother received Biomet’s first 
hip implant. To encourage public confidence 
in titanium as a material for implants, Miller 
arranged for a surgeon to introduce a piece 
into his own arm. He left it there for ten years 
to test its safety.

As its sales increased, Biomet 
received a loan from 1st Source 
Bank in the early 1980s to help 
make capital investments that 
allowed the company to continue 
its successful growth. By 1987, 
Business Week magazine named 
Biomet as one of its “hot growth 
companies” as annual sales 
approached the $1 billion mark. 
Today, as a global industry leader 
with an unmatched reputation for 
innovation, responsiveness, and 
clinical success, Biomet distributes 
its products in approximately 90 
countries and generates annual 
sales of over $2.5 billion.

From its early days as a thriving agricultural 
center to becoming the world’s orthopedic 
center, Warsaw’s history of innovation has it 
poised to continue creating a positive future.  

Cultivating family values  
starts at home.



Photograph taken at  
Union Station Technology Center
located in South Bend, Indiana

Front ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: Jeannie Valencourt, Lori Cuson, Jan Wilhelm, Cynthia Miller, Pam Stearns, CPA, CTFA, CFP®, Delfa Rosenberg, Brenda Allison, Tamara Simon, IACCP®, Angie Fisher, J.D., Andrea Soule,  
Sherry Martinkowski, Jim Welch, CTFA, Bonnie Farnsworth, Renée Hayes, CPA, CTFA, Jacqueline Rico, MBA, Penney Pruett, Janet Rumpf, Alberta Barker, CTFA, Theresa Lough, Carmen Lynes, Nancy Schroder, 
Renée Fleming, Peggy Adams, CTFA, CSOP, Jessica Long, JoElla DePra, CTFA, Marie Alvarez, Kathleen Solomon, Ken Fisher, Allyson Powers, Juliane Lusk, MBA, Rob Patrick, Randy Thornton, MBA, Jason Cooper 

MIDDLE ROW: Brad Dunlap, Cindy Nimtz, Steven Deranek, Chris Strafford, Steve Wessell, Andrew Heck, J.D., CTFA, Paul Gifford, CFA, Mark A. Lane, AAMS, Jodi Cox, Rob Romano, CFA, Gary Blacketor, CTFA, CEBS, 
Chuck Ditto, Rita Molengraft, CFP®, Barb Ziolkowski, Patti Powers, Sue Cybulski, CTFA, CRA, Cathy West, Lorra Junk, Trish Sarkisian, J.D., Trina Swank, Kelly Engle, Carol Lewis, Denise Myers, Ben Fanning,  
Tom McCarthy, Jerry Madsen, Valerie Weis, CFP®, Amy O’Brien, Mark Andrews, J.D., CTFA, Pat McCullough, J.D., Noreen Kazi, MBA  

BACK ROW: David Ball, Bob Rountree, J.D., CTFA, CRA, AEP, Kurt Thompson, CPA, Mike Szymanski, Cheryl Noell, CTFA, Jon Cisna, John Elliott, Jim Griest, Adam Henson,  
Andy Manes, CRPC, Jeff Peat, Pamela Austin, Diane Dolezal, Nancy Stoutenour, CPA, Matt Kavanaugh, Robert Hyde, Gina Wolff, CRSP, PHR, Austin Coffel, Matt Wold, MBA, Bill Rohwer, Patrick Sawyer
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Kathy Rupert
Staff Assistant, Trust Operations
Retired on July 31, 2014  
with 23 years of service

2014 Retirees

YEARS OF DEDICATION

Judy Dominy 
Vice President  
and Personal Trust Administrator
Retired on December 31, 2014 
with 23 years of service

Anna Jean Rodda
PAMG Receptionist 
Retired on April 11, 2014  
with 28 years of service 

John Dampeer
Officer  
and Financial Advisor
Retired on December 5, 2014 
with 7 years of service

“ Working at 1st Source over the past two decades, I have seen firsthand  
how advances in technology have enhanced the services the Personal Asset 
Management Group provides to our clients. What stands out more, and 
continues to set us apart, is our commitment to our close and caring personal 
client relationships.”    -Judy Dominy, 23 Years of Service with 1st Source Bank

Whether working directly with clients or working behind the scenes, every staff member of the  
1st Source Bank Personal Asset Management Group plays a key role in providing the highest level 
of service possible. And in a time when people are quick to change jobs, we’re proud so many of our 
employees remain with us over the years, strengthening our long history of banking innovation, service, 
and stability.

Therefore, it becomes difficult to say goodbye to those who have been such an important part of our 
group for such long periods of time. To Kathy Rupert, Judy Dominy, Anna Jean Rodda, and John Dampeer, 
we offer our sincere thanks and gratitude for all that you’ve done for 1st Source – and for our clients. The 
dedication, professionalism, and enthusiastic approach you’ve demonstrated will continue to inspire us all.

We are honored to have this opportunity to recognize your tremendous contributions during your careers 
at 1st Source, and we sincerely wish you the best of luck as you enjoy the next phase of your lives.

The year 2014 brought deep sadness to our group with the 
necessary resignation of one of the best-liked and most 
respected members of our staff. After battling a serious 
illness for several years, Karl M. Smith found it impossible 
to continue in his position as Vice President and Trust 
Officer in our St. Joseph, Michigan office, and resigned 
from 1st Source at the end of September. 

For the past 12 years, Karl served as a wonderful example 
to all of his colleagues. He has been recognized as an 
individual with great integrity, a pleasing personality, and 
a commitment to always do the right thing for his clients. 
Enduring his illness with grace, he keeps a positive attitude 
even under very trying circumstances. Karl and his wife, 
Jamie, demonstrate to countless people an amazing  
level of strength, courage, and love as together they  
battle his illness. 

As colleagues, all we can do is to watch the love and 
support of a family, offer our prayers for his future,  
and give thanks for his efforts as a member of our team.  
Karl holds a special place in our hearts and will forever  
be remembered as a service-minded colleague.

“ It has been my great pleasure to 
know Karl Smith both personally 
and professionally for many, many 
years. I have enjoyed a wonderful 
relationship with Karl, as well 
as his family, and believe that 
numerous others in the St. Joseph 
area have had the same pleasure. 
Simply said, they are ‘good people’ 
and an asset to our community.” 

-  Merlin Hanson 
Chairman of the Board, Hanson Group

 Karl Smith  
Good Luck and Best Wishes
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1st Source Corporation  
Investment Advisors, Inc.

Our core principles include:

•  Working with clients to understand  
their unique financial situation,  
income needs, and goals 

•  Discussing the importance of  
long-term investment performance

•  Communicating about financial  
strategies so clients understand  
investment decisions

Since everyone has different financial goals, it is best to design customized plans to suit each individual. 
That is the approach the 1st Source Corporation Investment Advisors take. As independent, unbiased 
advisors, we select from a wide variety of investments, adding flexibility and, if desired, hands-on 
investment advice. 

Some members of our investment team hold the investment industry’s highest professional designation 
of Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA), or have advanced business degrees. By focusing exclusively on 
designing customized investment plans, the Investment Advisors are able to offer 1st Source clients 
plans that suit their financial goals, all while keeping each client’s best interests in mind.
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Union Station Technology Center

Once a thriving hub connecting people to the world via railcar,  
Union Station has been transformed into Union Station Technology Center 
(USTC), a state-of-the-art hub for digital information. It provides an ideal 
geographic location for data centers, data transport, carrier operations 
– and our group photo for this year’s Annual Report. USTC enables its 
customers to connect to the world and compete in the global marketplace.




